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COMMODITY_______________________________              DATE_________________________ 

TREND __________________________________ 

SUPPORT: 

1.  __________ 

2.  __________ 

RESISTANCE: 

1. ___________ 

2. ___________ 

 

ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 

FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 4/5/2021 - 4/9/2021

Higher

N
N

N

533 3/4

440 3/4

533 3/4

555

583

600

K

M

N

575 22 24.5%

565 41 1/2 27.25%

565 61 1/4 29.75%

+379k COT (-8k w/w)

4/6 U420/410p 1 5/8¢ 1500x
M600c 5 1/2¢ 1000x
M600c 6 1/8¢ 1000x

K600c 1 7/8¢ 1500x
K570/N560c 17¢ 1500x

Z480/500v v498 8 1/2¢ 7000x4/9

4/7

Corn finished the week up 18 3/4¢ with volatility down 4%. What a strange combination. 

The Corn market rallied hard on Thursday, up 16¢ seemingly out of nowhere. Volaitility was in steady
decline basically all week. 

Friday's WASDE report was a little bullish, but given where the market was, it wasn't really bullish
for the bulls. Corn was a follower of overall sentiment set by the beans as they declined. 

Corn seems to have a decent bear case, but the market is rallying, the exact opposite of Sobyeans. 
Volatility seems like a sale, but we have seen the intermarket vol spread quickly cost a lot of money.
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 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 
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Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

Notable Trades: 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

4/5/2021 - 4/9/2021Wheat

Sideways

633 3/4

592 3/4

N

N

633 3/4

592 3/4

646 3/4

670

K

M

N

640 24 1/2 24.75%

640 45 3/4 26.5%

640 66 1/4 28.25%

-12k COT (+7k w/w)

4/9 K630/650c v634 1/2 d.22
     8 3/8¢ 1000x

Wheat finished the week up 27 1/2¢ with vol down 1/4%. 

Wheat clearly found some support after a longer term selloff. The WASDE report also provided a little 
bit of bullish support. 

Fund positioning is interesting. After carrying a slight long position for a while, funds puked everything,
got short, and are now starting to cover to nutralize their position. 

With confusion reigning in the market, it hard to guess what will happen in a market like wheat, which 
is getting left out of the conversation right now. Its very moderate right now with regard to price and 
volatility. Wait it out for more clarity. 
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Notable Trades: 

COMMODITY_______________________________              DATE_________________________ 

TREND __________________________________ 

SUPPORT: 

5.  __________ 

6.  __________ 

RESISTANCE: 

5. ___________ 

6. ___________ 

 

ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 

FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Soybeans 4/5/2021 - 4/9/2021

Consolidation

1377 1/2

1355

1415

1440

1382

1144 3/4

K

N

X

1400 32 1/2 15.25%

1400 95 18.5%

1260 151 20.5%

4/6 N1800c 2 7/8 - 3¢ 1400x
N1420p 56¢ 1000x
N1410p 51¢ 1000x

N1800c 2¢ 2300x
N1410p 53 1/2¢ 700x
N1400p 48 1/2¢ 600x

N1800c 2¢ 3000x
X1200/1340c 55¢ 1000x
X1400/1500c 17 1/4¢ 1000x

K1430/1530c v1415 d.33
     10 3/4¢ 1600x
Q1800c 3 5/8¢ 500x

4/7

4/8

4/9

Soybeans finished the week up 7¢ with volatility out significatly across the term structure. 

The Friday WASDE report was slightly bearish for the market as we saw world stocks higher than 
anticipated. 

There was a tight trading range for the week, although overall daily ranges could seemingly support
a volatility higher than 20%. 

There is a very interesting setup here with many people exepecting low stocks to cut the margin of 
error this growing season to zero. The market doesn't believe that though. There is a disconnect 
somewhere, and with strong opinions and widespread confusion, volatility is typically a buy.
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Disclaimer 

 

The information in this report may be considered dated upon its release and should not be considered interpersonal 

advice. This report is merely an opinion on the market and is a reflection of conditions as of its publication. Market 

conditions change. Traders should not consider entering positions without their own independent analysis of the 

market's current situation, nor without further consideration of any changes to the information contained herein that 

may have occurred since this report was written. The authors are not responsible for any verbal or written claims and 

opinions that might be provided in conjunction with this report. The trading suggestions contained herein have been 

provided merely as a general guide and only for the purpose of quantifying the authors' opinions. 

This report includes information from sources believed to be reliable but no independent verification has been made 

and we do not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Opinions expressed are subject to change without notice. This 

report should not be construed as a request to engage in any transaction involving the purchase or sale of a futures 

contract and/or commodity option thereon. The risk of loss in trading futures contracts or commodity options can be 

substantial, and investors should carefully consider the inherent risks of such an investment in light of their financial 

condition.  

 

 




